Pregnancy block in house mice (Mus domesticus) as a function of t-complex genotype: examination of the mate choice and male infanticide hypotheses.
Pregnancy block, whereby recently mated female mice abort their pregnancies when exposed to novel (strange) males, was studied in house mice (Mus domesticus) differing in t-complex genotype; t-mutations are deleterious and +/t females avoid +/t males as mates. The results of Experiment 1, in which the genotype of the female, stud male, and strange male was systematically varied, showed that pregnancy block was most frequent when the strange male was +/+. Because this effect was not enhanced among +/t females when stud males were +/t, the results cannot clearly be explained by the hypothesis that pregnancy block is a manifestation of mate choice. Moreover, the "strange male" effect in Experiment 1 is unlikely to be a female response correlated with the risk of male infanticide, as +/+ and +/t males did not differ in their infanticidal tendencies (Experiments 2 & 3). Alternative hypotheses, including a modified version of the mate choice hypothesis, are discussed.